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- Java programming language
refactoring utility - Java syntax
checking plugin for Text
Editors - Java syntax coloring -
Java formatting plugin for Text
Editors - Java refactoring
toolkit - Java coding standards
checker -
JavaRefactoringPlugin based
Java AST explorer. Java code
can be analyzed for code
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quality by analyzing the
program AST nodes - Java
pretty printer -
JavaSourceNavigator for
finding the source code of any
given class, package or module.
- Java code completion - Java
refactoring extensions - Java
AST navigation - Java "Call
Hierarchy" view for
class/method/field
dependencies - Java FindBugs
compatibility - Java "Lint"
compatibility - Java pylint
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compatibility -
JavacodeComplete
compatibility - Java javadoc
compatibility - Java jastbin
compatibility - Java analysis
and code analysis for class files
- Java project analysis - Java
debugging - Java highlighter -
Java file validator - Java AST
Viewer - Java IDE plugin (for
eclipse, jbuilder, netbeans,...)
JRefactory Activation Code
2.7.0 =============== -
JRefactory java API
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refactoring interface
implementation - Bugfixes -
Added JavaDoc comments for
public and protected methods
and properties - The plugin has
been moved into the
org.jrefactory.client.browser
package JRefactory 2.6.2
=============== -
Bugfixes - Improved all about
dialogs - Joomla compatibility
JRefactory 2.6.0
=============== -
Bugfixes - Added Eclipse
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project - Improved common
source navigation - Improved
dialogs and wizards -
Reorganized code navigation -
Refactored syntax checking and
formatting - Added JavaDoc
support for all public and
protected classes - Java version
detection for the plugin -
Refactored code navigation -
Improved dialogs - Bugfixes -
Improved common source
navigation - Java version
detection for the plugin -
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Refactored code navigation -
Added JavaDoc support for all
public and protected classes -
Java version detection for the
plugin - Refactored code
navigation - Added JavaDoc
support for all public and
protected classes - Java version
detection for the plugin -
Refactored code navigation -
Added JavaDoc support for all
public and protected classes -
Java version detection for the
plugin - Refactored code
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KM is a suite of utilities for the
command-line. It provides all
the functions of the Korn Shell
in a single package. It is written
in ANSI C. KEYSYSTEM
Description: KEYSYSTEM is a
modern portable programming
system. It is based on the
CodeWarrior development
environment for C, C++,
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Pascal, and Ada. The
KEYSYSTEM suite has been
proven on many projects in
diverse areas. KORG
Description: KORG is a
collection of tools for the
Symbian platform. It includes a
text editor, debugger, web
browser, and a compiler.
Kosher Description: Kosher is a
dictionary and term database. It
supports Perl, Python, C++,
and Java. Krunner Description:
Krunner is a replacement for
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the BxRun IDE provided by
BosoSoft. It is a local version
of the CDE interface to KDE's
programming tools. KScheme
Description: KScheme is a
development environment for
the Objective-C programming
language. It includes the Cocoa
development environment,
integrated development
environment, a graphical
debugger, a C and Objective-C
compiler, and an Xcode-style
editor. Kumquat Description:
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Kumquat is a tool that wraps
around the GNU binutils to
provide a nice interface for
doing a better job of linking,
debugging and disassembling
programs. Kurzweil 3000
Description: Kurzweil 3000 is a
text editor for programmers
that supports syntax
highlighting, syntax error
detection, and code folding. It
provides integrated code
completion, automatic
indentation, and a 'find in files'
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feature. It includes a search and
replace feature. It allows the
user to navigate around the
code using a Scheme-like
editing model. The interface
uses a GUI with point-and-click
interface elements. L Lambda
Description: Lambda is a
programming language,
compiler and interpreter for
Lambda is a programming
language, compiler and
interpreter for the Scheme
programming language. It was
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created by Richard Jones, Peter
Sestoft, and P. J. Plauger at the
University of St Andrews and
the Norwegian Institute of
Technology. Lambda supports
functional and object-oriented
programming paradigms. Lapis
Description: Lapis is an IDE
for the BASIC programming
language, intended to provide
an easy-to-use programming
environment with common
editing facilities. Lars
Description 1d6a3396d6
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JRefactory is a java refactoring
tool developed for Java
developers to automate Java
refactorings. JRefactory main
features are: * Programming
Language plugins: new,enhance
ment,fix,cleanup,rewrite,diagra
m. * Code analysis and metrics:
general, unit, coverage,
complexity, activity, density,
cyclomatic, design,
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documentation * UML java
class diagram generator:
"object diagram" standard,
"entity" standard, "component
diagram", "multiple
inheritance" standard,
"realization" standard. *
JavaStyle: "indent" / "unindent"
/ "convert tabs to spaces" /
"print string" / "print string into
a list" / "pretty print" *
Search/replace: "replace with
upper case" / "replace with
lower case" / "replace with
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camel case" *
Delete/comment/uncomment: *
Sort code elements: sort
methods, constructor, fields *
Generate code * Convert
coding standard violations to
warnings/error * Code
cleanup/refactoring: * Extract
methods/field * Move *
Replace * Convert local
variable to parameter * Convert
local variable to instance
variable * Concatenate strings *
Replace string * Extract string
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* Extract number * Convert
number to string * Replace
string with constant * Inline
method * Convert method to
lambda * Add exception *
Replace 'throw' with exception
* Replace'return' with
exception * Insert static *
Switch case * Ternary
conditional operator * Code
size optimizations * Fix
imports * Fix error message *
Convert variable to parameter *
Convert variable to local
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variable * Unused variable *
Convert variable to field *
Improve readability * Print to
console * Print string * Print
string into a list * Add blank
line * Add comment * Delete
blank lines * Add blank line *
Increase indent * Decrease
indent * Increase space *
Decrease space * Insert empty
line * Add comment and indent
* Fix comment and indent *
Fix comment and indent *
Reformat code * Reformat
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code on mouse click *
Reformat code on selection *
Reformat comment and indent
* Reformat code and comment
* Reformat code and indent *
Reformat comment and indent
* Reformat

What's New In?

JRefactory is a Java
programming language
refactoring tool. It can process
Java source code and generate
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code, with the side effect of
removing
superfluous/unneeded code. It
offers the user a class diagram,
Java UML Java class diagrams
and other format-specific
Diagrams. It will find code
errors, i.e. in comment lines,
constructs. It can report a
number of program metrics
including Cyclomatic
complexity and some other.
JRefactory Features: Java
programming language
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refactoring Class diagrams and
Java UML diagrams Syntax
highlighting Pretty printing
Code formatting and
refactorings Code analysis and
inspection Code generation
Code inspection Code
optimization and refactoring
Code metrics Compile-time
and execution time
performance Plugins for jEdit,
Netbeans, JBuilder and other
IDEs are available. jEdit
Plugins: jEdit has a number of
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plugins and tools, however
some of them are not
functional. jEdit Plugins
Manager The JRefactory plugin
for JEdit allows you to install
and run JRefactory on your
JEditorPane. It works with
version 5.5 and up of
JEditorPane.
JEditorPane.loadURL("");
jEdit Plugins Manager In the
above code, 7001 is the port
number of the server. It is
available on all Java
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distributions. The above code is
what you will see in the
JEditorPane once you have
clicked on the plugin manager.
However, currently it does not
work on the JEditorPane
because there is a bug in the
plugin manager which does not
work with windowless
JEditorPanes. Netbeans
Plugins: Netbeans offers
plugins that provide a number
of tools for editing and creating
Java code. The following are
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the plugins available.
JRefactory plugins for
Netbeans Plugins for Netbeans
allow the user to install and run
JRefactory on their Netbeans
IDE. Netbeans Plugins
Manager The JRefactory plugin
for Netbeans allows you to
install and run JRefactory on
your Netbeans IDE. It works
with version 5.0 and up of
Netbeans. Netbeans Plugins
Manager In the above code,
10001 is the port number of the
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server. It is available on all Java
distributions. The above code is
what you will see in the
Netbeans Plugins manager.
However, currently it does not
work on the Netbeans because
there is a bug in the plugin
manager which does not work
with windowless Netbeans.
JBuilder Plugins JBuilder,
formerly known as eez4J
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System Requirements For JRefactory:

OS: OS X 10.6 or later OS X
10.6 or later Processor: 1 GHz
or faster 1 GHz or faster
Memory: 1 GB RAM (2 GB or
more recommended) 1 GB
RAM (2 GB or more
recommended) Graphics: 1024
x 768 screen 1024 x 768 screen
Audio: Dolby Digital, Dolby
TrueHD or SPC or equivalent
All client computers must be
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linked to a single cable or
satellite signal via either a
digital coaxial cable or a digital
satellite receiver and digital
television (DTV) set
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